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be in another connected component of C — H, otherwise A would have
common points with that open component (Section 3.8)); therefore A u H is
closed in C, and as b $ A u H, we have d(b, A u H) > 0. Let A', H' be the
images of A, H under the homeomorphism z~*satb(z) of C — {b} onto
C - {1}; H' is compact and A' is a connected open subset of C — H', which is
bounded and contains 0. Moreover, the frontier points of A' in C are points
of H' and (possibly) 1; hence A' is compact and so is A' u H7. In addition,
if 1 belongs to the boundary of A', this means that A is unbounded, hence
has points in common with the exterior of a ball containing H; but as that
exterior is connected (9.8.4), it is contained in A by definition of a connected
component (Section 3.19). This shows that there is a ball V of center 1, such
that V — {1} c A', hence 1 is not a frontier point of C — A7, which proves
that the frontier of C — A' is always contained in H'. We have to show that the
mapping u-*u/\u\ of H' into U is essential (Ap.2.2). Suppose the contrary;
then there would exist a continuous mapping / of H' into R such that
u/\u\ =eif(u) for weH'. By the Tietze-Urysohn theorem (4.5.1), /can be
extended to a continuous mapping g of A' u H' into R. Define a mapping
h of C into U by taking h(u) = u/\u\ for w e C -A', h(u) = eid(u) for u eA';
it follows at once from the definition of g that h is continuous in C. Let
r > 0 be such that A' is contained in the ball B: \z\ < r; the restriction of h to
B is inessential (Ap.2.6), and so is therefore the restriction of h to S: \z\ = r.
But the identity mapping £ -* C of U onto itself can be written ht° gl9 where
ht is the mapping z -» z/\z\ of S onto U, and g± the mapping £ -*^C of U onto
S. However, h± is the restriction of h to S, hence inessential, and therefore
/zx ° gi would be inessential (Ap.2.2), contradicting (Ap.2.9).
(Ap.3.2) (Janiszewski's theorem) Let A, B be two compact subsets ofC,
a, b two distinct points of C — (A u B). If neither A nor B separates a and b,
and if A n B is connected, then A u B does not separate a and b.
From the assumption and (Ap.3.1) it follows that the restrictions of
z-+sa>b(z)/\sa>b(z)\ to A and B are inessential; by (Ap.2.7) the restriction of
that mapping to A u B is also inessential, hence the conclusion by (Ap.3.1).
4. SIMPLE ARCS AND SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES
An injective path t -> y(t) in C, defined in I = [a, /?], is also called a
simple path; a subset of C is called a simple arc if it is the set of points y(I)
of a simple path. A loop y defined in I is called a simple loop if y(s) ^ y(t)

